
 

 

Story Speculations 
Sky Song by Abi Elphinstone 

Give out one sentence per child. Using the Voice 21 groupings of ‘Onion’ or 
‘Traverse’, each child reads their sentence to the child opposite them and spends 
one minute discussing the clues and what the story could be about. They could 
also just move around the class choosing other children at random. When they 
move on, they use the new and previous clues to guess the following aspects of 
the story, piecing together evidence to back up their theories. You may wish to 
use our ‘Book Knowledge Organisers’ to go through the book in more detail at 
the end if you or the children are unfamiliar with the story. 

 

 

1.) But darkness can come to any kingdom, and so it came to Erkenwald. 

2.) Because the Ice Queen didn’t only steal people and voices: she stole 
memories, too, if it suited her. 

3.) The sled raced on and the palace drew nearer. 

4.) She wears a dress made from the frozen tears of her prisoners. 

5.) There was a table beneath the lamp and above it hooks made from 
antlers. 

6.) ‘Last night I watched you cut a hole in the river ice, then plunge your 
spear in,’ she said between bites. 

7.) He flicked a knife up in the air and caught it with one hand. 

8.) She wasn’t going back to Winterfang. Not now. Not ever. 

9.) Was the eagle helping her in return for saving it from the trap? 

10.) Just eleven days until the midnight sun and the queen took power 
over the whole kingdom. 

11.) She sat bolt upright in her bed and reached for the dagger under her 
pillow. 

12.) ‘So, you found another tribe to take you in then?’ 
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13.) White fur. An eye as black as coal. 

14.) You’ll show them all when you find the Frost Horn. 

15.) They jutted above her head and shoulders, a fan of pointed ivory, 
and beside her sat a wolverine, purring darkly. 

16.) He had taught her how to ski. 

17.) And then more and more followed until the entire row of icicles was 
raining down like a flurry of spears. 

18.) The snowy owl is the symbol of the Feather Tribe. 

19.) We plan to hide here for as long as the Ice Queen’s rule to crumble. 

20.) The boys and girls huddled round the table nodded. 

21.) We won’t manage to get the Frost Horn in time. 

22.) On and on the bears raced – over ridges of snow, across iced rivers 
and through copses of winter-bare trees – while Balapan flew above. 

23.) I had forgotten how splendid it feels to be a giant. 

24.)  I can fight the walrus! 

25.) She looked into the whale’s eye and felt a memory hover closer. 

26.) He glanced at the engine, a wooden cylinder stoppered by a stone. 

27.) Hurtling across the snow from the south came dozens of sleds pulled 
by huskies. 

28.) I own your voice now! 

29.) A few weeks ago, I was nothing more than a prisoner here at 
Winterfang! 

30.) The girl wondered whether the bird would leave her now that their 
quest was over. 
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